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Week , 201406

Asian stocks tumbled, extending a global selloff, with Japanese and Hong 
Kong shares dragging the regional index toward its lowest close in five 
months. Copper headed for its longest run of losses in almost 28 years and 
Asian ...

U.S., Japanese and Australian bond yields were near the lowest levels in at 
least two months as tumbling emerging-market currencies drove demand for 
the relative safety of government securities.

The yen declined from near a two- month high versus the dollar with a 
technical gauge suggesting recent gains have been too rapid amid Bank of 
Japan policy easing.

03 February

Asian shares outside Japan fell, with a gauge of Chinese stocks traded in 
Hong Kong on course for a six-month low, as technology and health-care 
companies led declines.

Cod Satrusayang’s family has found a way out of their Thai crisis. They’ve 
agreed to stop talking about politics.

The Hang Seng China Enterprises Index sank to a six-month low as financial 
companies and energy producers retreated.

Japan’s Topix index rose, paring the gauge’s biggest selloff in eight months 
yesterday, as earnings from Toyota Motor Corp. and Panasonic Corp. cheered 
investors.

04 February

Asian stocks advanced for a second day as Australia’s currency climbed after 
the nation reported a surprise trade surplus on exports to China and the U.S. 
Emerging-market currencies in the region increased with silver.

The euro was near an 11-week low amid speculation slowing inflation will 
prompt the European Central Bank to reinforce its dovish stance when 
announcing an interest- rate decision today.

Hong Kong stocks rose, with the city’s benchmark index rebounding from its 
lowest level in six months, as a rally by casino operators overshadowed losses 
by property developers.

Natural gas rose before a government report that is expected to show U.S. 
inventories fell last week by almost twice the five-year average.

05 February

The dollar held a gain versus the yen before U.S. data that may show jobs 
growth quickened last month from the slowest pace in almost three years, 
fanning speculation the Federal Reserve will end asset purchases this year.

Hong Kong stocks rose, with the benchmark index advancing for a second 
day, as China’s markets reopened from the Lunar New Year holidays and after 
U.S. jobless claims fell.

Steel reinforcement-bar futures declined in Shanghai, extending two months 
of losses, as investors weighed the outlook for demand of the building material 
after Lunar New Year holidays.

Asian stocks rose, with the regional index headed toward its longest winning 
streak in three weeks, after better-than-estimated U.S. jobless claims. Japan’s 
yen and South Korea’s won climbed, while mainland Chinese shares ...

06 February

West Texas Intermediate crude traded near $100 a barrel as a decline in U.S. 
unemployment bolstered the outlook for fuel demand in the country, the 
world’s biggest oil consumer.

Asian stocks rose, with the regional index headed for its longest streak of daily 
gains since December. Wheat slid and Asian emerging-market currencies 
advanced.

China will give more subsidies for electric vehicles than previously announced 
as part of government plans to tackle pollution. Shares of BYD Co. rose.

Investors will dump Japan’s bonds, stocks and currency should the 
government fail to regain control of its finances, said Makoto Utsumi, who 
heads the nation’s second-biggest ratings firm and helped shape its pension 
fund.

07 February


